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We present a theory of pressure effects in which the atomic center-of-mass motion is treated
quantum mechanically. The quantum-mechanical calculation treats the perturber-induced
energy. -level variations and the velocity changes of the emitter caused by collisions on an equal
basis. Specifically, we shall treat the problem of a laser to first order in the laser field, allow-
ing for the fact that the laser atoms are undergoing collisions, but our results will also be ap-
plicable to the cases of stimulated emission or absorption. It will be sufficient to carry out a
perturbation solution of the problem assuming that the laser atoms undergo at most one colli-
sion in their lifetime, since such a restricted calculation reveals the salient features of the
theory. We shall find that, in general, there is no classical limit for our results. Thus, pre-
vious treatments employing a classical Boltzmann-equation approach for the atomic center-of-
mass motion are invalid, and a quantum-mechanical description is necessary to correctly treat
cases where both the modified Doppler effect (modified by collisions) and perturber-induced
energy-level variations are present.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a general study of atomic spectral line pro-
files, one must consider three factors which alter
the line shapes from those associated with isolated
stationary atoms. First, there is the normal Dop-
pler effect, in which an isolated moving atom emits
or absorbs radiation at a frequency shifted from its
natural one. Second, there are collision effects in
which the energy levels of the emitting or absorbing
atom are perturbed by the presence of other atoms
(perturbers), leading to both a shift and broadening
of the spectral profiles [perturber-induced energy-
level-variation effects (ELVE)]. The third factor
is a combination of the first two. That is, colli-
sions also change the atom's velocity, thus modify-
ing the normal Doppler effect. We shall refer to
this process as the generalized Doppler effect (GDE)
with the understanding that it reduces to the normal
Doppler effect for the case of no collisions. Of
course, a proper theoretical treatment of line
shapes must incorporate all the above factors.
However, until the discovery of the laser, the ex-
perimental situation hsd not been conducive to such
a study. We elaborate on this point.

At moderate or "high" perturber pressures'
( &0. 5 atm), ELVE widths are larger than the Dop-
pler broadening, and to a good approximation the
Doppler effect (or GDE) can be neglected. On the
other hand, at low pressures, ELVE effects have
generally been regarded as an independent broad-
ening mechanism to be superimposed on the normal
Doppler effect. To this end, the solution of the
ELVE problem for stationary emitters as developed
by Lindholm, Foley, and Anderson~ has been "folded
into" the normal Doppler profile of the system un-

der consideration to obtain the final line shape.
Thus, any modifications of the line shape due to the
GDE are lost by this method (which has also been
applied in the intermediate-pressure range). It
would certainly be desirable to have a consistent
treatment for both the GDE and ELVE. Probably
one reason that more attention has not been given
to the GDE is that at low pressures the normal Dop-
pler width is large and tends to mask any subtle
collision effects.

The situation in gas lasers is quite different. The
output of a gas laser is very nearly monochromatic
and has no Doppler or collision width. However,
both the gain and saturation parameters of a laser
are sensitive to collisions of the laser atoms. Of
interest in laser problems is the dependence of
these parameters on cavity detuning (difference of
cavity and laser transition frequencies). In the
absence of collisions, the gain parameter cy exhibits
the normal Doppler width, but the saturation param-
eter P, arising from nonlinear terms, has only a
slight dependence on the Doppler effect. Even
though the saturation parameter ultimately has
little Doppler dependence, it is indirectly sensitive
to the center-of-mass motion of the laser atoms.
As such, it should provide the most convenient
place to study the GDE, once collisions are intro-
duced. Hence, a study of the steady-state laser
intensity (which is proportional to the ratio of gain
and saturation parameters) as a function of cavity
detuning will hopefully provide further insight into
the GDE. It is necessary, therefore, that a theo-
retical study of pressure effects in lasers include
both the ELVE (perturber-induced energy level
variation effect) and the GDE (generalized Doppler
effect).
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Some recent calculations have appeared which
attempt to treat the problem we have just outlined. s'4

The ELVE is treated by standard pressure-broad-
ening techniques for stationary atoms, while the
GDE is treated by solving a Boltzmann equation
for the atomic center-of-mass motion. The two
results are then combined in either a statistically
dependent (ELVE and GDE are assumed to be cor-
related) or statistically independent (ELVE and
GDE are assumed to be uncorrelated) manner. Of
course, the ELVE and GDE are correlated since
a given collision simultaneously affects the energy
levels and causes a change in velocity of the atom.
The above method, which treats the atomic center-
of-mass motion classically, seems reasonable.
However, we shall now show that, in all but a lim-
iting case, a classical description of the atomic
center-of-mass motion proves to be invalid for the
problem at hand.

In order to prove this assertion, we must con-
sider the radiative process in some detail. For
stationary atoms, the essential quantity in lasers
and stimulated emission or absorption problems
is the dipole moment which reflects the interaction
of the radiative states g and 5 with some external
field. A knowledge of the dipole moment at all
times is sufficient to specify the line shape. The
dipole moment is directly related to the off-diag-
onal density-matrix element p„(t) of the atom,
and, for the sake of brevity, we shall also refer
to p, ,(t) as the dipole moment of the atom. For
moving atoms, one would also want to keep track
of the center-of-mass motion, and it is most
tempting to consider it as a classical variable R(t).
In that case, the dipole moment is specified by
p„[R(t), t] and the problem is solved for a classical
center-of-mass motion. This procedure was fol-
lowed by Lambs for the case of no collisions and by
severa1 authors" for the case where collisions
were included, corresponding to the Boltzmann-
equation approach described above.

Let us now assume that an atom has acquired a
dipole moment p,„[R(t),f] o0 due to interaction with
the field and then undergoes a collision. . If the
atom had been purely in state g or purely in state
b, it would have been scattered in the respective
directions shown in Fig. 1. However, if the atom
enters the collision in a linear combination of states
g and b, one can no longer retain a classical trajec-
tory for p„[R(t),f] unless the a and 5 trajectories
differ by a negligible amount. To be more specific,
let hv, and Av, be the velocity changes undergone
by the atom for pure-state-g and pure-state-5 scat-
tering, respectively. If the atom has a lifetime r,
then the Doppler effect will be modified by those
collisions that produce additional Doppler phase
shifts k hv, v' or k 4vp which are comparable with
unity (k is the radiation propagation vector). For

E

U (R)

FIG. 1. Two possible trajec-
tories for scattering of an atom
E by a potential U(H). Atom E
would follow trajectory a if it
entered the collision in a state
a and trajectory b if it entered
the collision in state b. H the
atom entered the collision in a
linear combination of states a
and b, this classical picture is
no longer mell-defined.

a classical picture to hold, the difference in add-
itional Doppler phase shifts for the two paths must
be negligible. That is, one must require

I k (4v —Av, )ri«1,
so that paths a and b are, in effect, equivalent for
defining the atomic trajectory. Equation (1) will
be true only in the l.imit of nearly equal scattering
interaction for both radiative states (paths a and
b coincide), a highly unlikely situation, but one for
which a classical picture is valid. In general, how-
ever, one state dominates the broadening (b,v,
»b, e~ or 4v~»4v, ), so that inequality (1) fails, as
does this classical picture. An alternate "classi-
cal" approach would be to take p„[R(t), f] = 0 after
any collision since there is no overlap of the g and
b trajectories. However, this model is not satis-
factory since it fails to predict the observed pres-
sure shifts in spectral profiles.

For the present, we conclude that a theory is
needed which treats the atomic center-of-mass mo-
tion quantum mechanically and consequently con-
siders both the ELVE and GDE on an equal footing.
In order to reveal some general properties of the
quantum-mechanical solution, it will suffice to con-
sider the problem of a laser to first order in the
laser field and in the limit that the laser atoms
undergo at most one collision ih their lifetimes.
Although the latter assumption is not valid at nor-
mal operating laser pressures (typical laser atoms
average about ten collisions per lifetime), it is
likely that our results may be easily generalized to
higher pressures. The saturation effects of third-
order laser theory will be given in a future paper.
We shall find that, in our quantum-mechanical
solution, the dipole moment p,~[8(t),. t] is replaced
by the dipole-moment density p„(R, f)(tobe discussed
in Sec. HI), in which R is a qu»turn-m«hanicai
variable. We should note that the results of this
paper are also applicable to the cases of stimulated
emission or absorption.

Although the major purpose of this work is to
provide a quantum-mechanical description of the
collision process, we shall find that our results
allow an interpretation in terms of a pseudoclassi-
cal model. This model is first mentioned in Sec.
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V and described briefly thereafter. The term
"pseudoclassical" is used since the model is in-
timately connected with the quantum- mechanical
calculation, yet permits the use of classical tech-
niques in the actual evaluation of the line shapes.
In the present paper we restrict our discussion to
the basis for the model and do not present the cal-
culational rules needed for applying it to the prob-
lem at hand. A more detailed description of the
pseudoclassical model will be given in a subsequent
paper where it will be used both in the calculation
of third-order laser-field effects and in the exten-
sion of our one-collision result to the many-col-
lision region.

The content of the paper is as follows. The gen-
eral method of approach and further approximations
will be given in Sec. II. In Sec. III, a slightly dif-
ferent form of the Lamb laser theory' is developed
which is better suited to our quantum-mechanical
calculations. The basic working equations of the
model are derived in Sec. IV, and the first-order
laser theory for collision interaction in the upper
laser state only and the lower laser state only are
given in Secs. V and VI, respectively. In Sec. VII
we present a treatment of first-order laser theory
when both radiating states are subject to the col-
lision interaction. In the extreme limit of equal
collision interactions for both laser states, we
shall be able to achieve a correspondence with a
classical model since, for this case, the state a
and b trajectories of Fig. 1 coincide. The final
results for the gain and frequency-pulling param-
eters of the laser are derived in Sec. VIII. In
Sec. IX, we present a summary and discussion of
our results with suggestions for generalizing the
theory.

II. METHOD OF APPROACH AND APPROXIMATIONS

Our laser calculation will follow the general ap-
proach given by Lamb, modified to treat the mo-
tion of the atoms from a quantum-mechanical view-
point. The laser transition levels of the emitter
atom are shown in Fig. 2, where the decay param-
eters y, and yb give the radiative decay rates of the
states a and b, respectively, to some lower states
not shown in the figure. The emitter atoms will
undergo collisions with ground-state perturber
atoms which we shall take as rigidly fixed in the
laser medium. Of course, real perturber atoms
do move, and the assumption of fixed perturbers
is made solely for mathematical convenience; a
method for generalizing the results to the case of
moving perturbers is given in Sec. IX.

We shall assume that at t= 0 a given emitter atom
is excited in a plane-wave state and begins to in-
teract with both the laser field and the scattering
centers (perturbers). The problem will be solved
by time-dependent perturbation theory to first order

j&'a

FIG. 2. Two states a and b involved
in the laser transition have energies E,
and Eb, respectively, with ~=E,-Eb.
Both levels are allowed to decay to low-
er states with the rates y, and yb, re-
spectively.

in the laser field. This is a generalization of the
treatment of a scattering problem given by Bethe, '

We shall calculate only the lowest-order contri-
butions of the scattering interaction at each pertur-
ber site and then generalize the results to all or-
ders in the scattering interaction by a method to be
described in Sec. V. The final results will give a
complete description of the one-collision process.
The one-collision approximation will be valid if the
average time between collisions is larger than the
lifetimes y, ' or y, '. In other words, a wave scat-
tered from one perturber will not have time to in-
teract with another perturber.

The following additional approximations will be
made. (i) Excitation of laser atoms only to state a
is to be discussed. Generalization to allow for ex-
citation to state b is not particularly difficult, but
does not afford any new physical insight. (ii) The
laser field will be treated classically. (iii) The
laser calculation is to be done for single-mode
operation. (iv) The perturbing atoms are assumed
to act as foreign-gas perturbers (i. e. , resonant
broadening effects are ignored), which is a good
approximation. (v) Any degeneracy in states u or
b is ignored.

One should further note that photon recoil effects
(although negligible) are automatically included in
this calculation even though the laser field is taken
as a classical quantity. ' Such effects folio~ from
a quantum-mechanical description of the atomic
center-of -mass motion.

III. LASER FORMALISM

The approach basically follows that of Lamb. ' We
consider a laser cavity of the Fabry-Perot type
operating in a single cavity mode with eigenfunction
sin(k R). The laser-cavity axis is in the k direc-
tion, and we shall assume the laser field to be po-
larized in a direction n which is perpendicular to
k. Writing the laser electric field magnitude as

Z(R, t)= 8(t)sin(k R),
one obtains' the differential equation for $(t) in

mks units:

d'8 n dS n'
, +——+n'8= —P(t),dt Q dt

where 0 = k c, Q is the quality factor of the cavity,
and P(t) is the projection of the macroscopic polar-
ization P(R, t) on the cavity mode, i. e. ,
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P(t)= (2/V) J dVP(H, t) sing .H), (4)

where V is the laser volume. In deriving Eq. (3)
it is assumed that the variation of E(R, t) across
the cavity diameter may be neglected, and that P(t)
is nearly monochromatic at frequency A.

We try solutions of the forms

$(t) = E(t) cos[nt+ y(t)], (Ga)

P(t) = C(t) cos[nt+ q(t)]+ S(t) sin[nt+ y(t)]. (Gb)

Substituting Eqs. (5a) and (5b) into Eq. (3) and as-
suming that E, 8, C, and p are slowly varying in

ew t spect t '"', we
.ve at t pl-

tude and phase equations for self-consistency:

E+ (n/2q)E = —(n/2e, )S, (Ga)

(Gb)jE=- (n/2e, )C.
It remains to calculate the polarization P(H, t) in
order to obtain C and 8, which will be functions of
the field E(t).

The microscopic polarization is determined from
the quantum-mechanical generalization of its class-
ical definition, namely the average or expectation
value of the dipole-moment operator of the atom.
For our two-state system, the wave function will be
of the form

g(H, r, t) =B,(R, t)P, (r)+ B,(R, t)g (r),
wherethe g (r)(o.= a, b) are atomic-state eigenfunc-
tions and the B (R, t) are probability amplitudes in
the sense that ~ B,(R, t) ~

~ d'R is the probability that
an atom is in state a at time t and in a volume dA
about R. The macroscopic polarization is obtained
by summing the contributions from all the active
atoms. Thus, using the selection rules for the
dipole-moment operator, the polarization in the n
dll ection ls given by

P(R, t) = fP P,[p„(R,t, v„t, ) + c.c.], (8)

where p(assumed real) is the matrix element for
the 8 component of the electric dipole moment of
the atom between states g and b,

p„(R, t, v;, t;) = B.(R, t, v, , t, )[B,(R, t, v, , t,.)]
is the off-diagonal density matrix element of the
ith atom which was initially excited to state a at
time t; with velocity v, , and the sum is over all
laser atoms. (The dependence of the polarization
on all the v; and t; has not been explicitly indica-
ted. ) We shall refer to p, i, (H, t, v;, t;) as the dipole-
moment density since its integral over 8 gives
p„(t,v;, t;), the "dipole moment'* of atom i ~ One
can proceed to calculate the polarization according
to Eq. (8), average it over the v; and t;, and then
use Eqs. (Gb) and (6) to determine the self-consis-
tent amplitude and phase of the electric field. This
method has been described by Lamb.

However, when one is dealing with collision
phenomena, it is easier to regard the electric field
as being formed from the individual contributions
of each laser atom. The mathematical description
of this viewpoint will become clearer if we integrate
Eq. (6a) for an interval of time Gt that is long com-
pared with the lifetimes y, and y~, but short com-
pared with the characteristic time variation of E(t)
and p(t). That is, we may consider E(t) and cp(t)

essentially constant in the interval 5t; but any atom
that is excited at some time in the interval will
certainly have decayed by the end of the interval. 'o

Equation (Ga) so integrated is

GE(t) = E(t+ Gt) —E(t)
=- (n/2q)5tE(t) —(n/2~, ) J"'s(t') dt'. (9)

To obtain a more meaningful expression for S(t')
for use in Eq. (9), we write the dipole-moment den-
sity in the form

p.,(H, t, v;, t;) =A (H, t, v;, t;) e ' '" ", {10)

where the coefficient A(R, t, v;, t;) contains pertinent
information on the dipole-moment density of atom
i and will be called the polarization-function den-
sity. Combining this with Eqs. {4), (5b), and (8)
gives

S(t) = P; S(t, v;, t;),

S(t, v;, t; ) = 2 P ImA (t, v;, t;), (12)

A (t, v;, t;) = (2/ V) J d VA (R, t, v;, t;) sin(k R) . (13)

Note that for consistency of Eqs. (5b) and (11)-(13),
the polarization-function density must be a slowly
varying function of time compared with e'"'.

Substituting Eq. (11) into (9) and using (12), one
finds that, in a time interval 6t,

GE(t) = —(n/2q) GtE —(ne/eo)

x 1m[a, f A(t', v;, t;)dt'] .
%'e now wish to average this equation over all in-
itial v& and times t; of excitation in the interval
Q. By our previous assumption on 5t we get a
contribution to GE(t) from all atoms excited in the
interval 6t. The time of excitation within the in-
terval is unimportant since any time is as good as
another [recall that we assume that E(t) and p(t)
are essentially constant in Gt], so that we may drop
the t; label. Also, on the average, each atom ex-
cited in 5t will contribute equally to the field. Thus,
averaging Eq. (14) yields

&GE(t)}= —(n/2q)5t&E} —(nS /e, )

x Im[g„ f P (Gt)m&A(t, v, )}v dt ],
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where P (5t) is the probability that m atoms are
excited in a time 5t, and (A(t, vo)); represents the
contribution to the polarization function of a single
atom averaged over its initial velocity distribution
W(vp) (for simplicity we assume the excitation rate to
be independent of position and time)

Equation (15) may be further reduced if one notes
that the average number of atoms excited in time
5t is given by

m(5f) =P.p.(5f)m; (16)

and if the average excitation rate is specified by
X, then we have

m(5t) = X5t.

Combining Eqs. (15)-(17)gives

&5E) = —(n/2q) 5«E) —(m~ X/e, )5f

xIm[ f (A(t', vo))» dt'] .

(17)

(18)

If E5t«E, asisassumed, Eq. (18) may be trans-
formed into the corresponding differential equation

dE 0 APX—+—E= — Im A(t )dt,dt 2Q fo
(IS)

&t

where the average signs have been dropped on the
E's and

A(t') -=(A(t', vo))» .
A similar treatment for the phase equation yields

(20)

eo
(21)

The problem is reduced to a determination of the
polarization function A(t ) which, as defined by
Eqs. (10), (13), and (20), represents the average
slowly varying amplitude of the dipole moment of
a single atom excited in the time interval between
t and t+5t.

IV. BASIC WORKING EQUATIONS

H(R, r, t) = H' '(R) + Ho (r) + V(R, r, f)

+ Q/U/(R —R/, r ) —w~'I',

where r stands for all the relative electronic coor-
dinates of the atom, R is the center-of-mass coor-
dinate, and R& is the position of the jth perturber.
The terms in H(R, r, f) have the following meanings:
(i) H' '(R) is the free-laser-atom center-of-mass
Hamiltonian for which we choose the eigenfunctions

In order to determine the polarization function we
must solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation
for the problem. The Hamiltonian for a single-
laser atom in a medium of fixed perturbers is of
the form

(R) (2 )-3/2 $5'R (22)

(we have set 8= 1, i. e. , energy and frequency will
have the same units as will momentum and wave
number); (ii) Ho(r) is the free-laser-atom elec-
tronic Hamiltonian which we assume possesses
eigenfunctions g (r); (iii) V(R, r, f) is the laser-
atom-laser-field interaction given by

V(R, r, t) = —eE(R, f)g;r n, , (23)

where r; is the relative coordinate of the ith laser-
atom electron and n is a unit vector in the direction
of E(R, t); (iv) U/(R —R/, r ) is the potential of the
jth perturber; (v) I' is a diagonal matrix which de-
scribes the spontaneous decay of the atomic states.

Since the set of products gf(R)g (r) forms a com-
plete basis, we can expand an arbitrary wave func-
tion as

q(R, r, f)=(2v)-'" J d'PZ. 5.(p, f)e""
-i(E»+8~)t

~ (g
where E is the energy of state e,

E,=P'/2m,

(24)

(25)

where

x ' 8, " "—'(-', ,)h, (p, f), (26)

V g;-, , » + Z/ U/, q;», p = (2v) ' J d'It e"'-""

x f d r [$~(r)]*[V(R,r, f)

+ Q/ U/(R —R/, r )]gq(r ),
(27)

E~g=EO —Eg, Ey @=ED-Eye, (28)

and y is the spontaneous decay rate for the state-
n population.

We shall restrict this calculation to the two-state
subspace shown in Fig. 2, i.e. , e and P may take
on the values a or b only. If the collision is adia-
batic [duration of a collision» (E, —E,) ], the
nonvanishing matrix elements of the effective col-
lision potential U/(R —R;, r) will be U/, .;;, and
U/», -, y. ." Using Kqs. (23) and (27), we find the
nonvanishing matrix elements of V(R, r, t) to be

V,~.,»». = V„.; y. = —(2w) 'p J d'R 8'~~ »'"E(t)

and we have used Eq. (22). Substituting Kq. (24)
into the time-dependent Schrodinger equation

ig(R, r, f) = H(R, r, f)g(R, r, t)

and taking the appropriate scalar products yields
the differential equations for the probability ampli-
tudes b, (p, t):

ih, (p, t) = Kg J d'p'(V g;yg +2/U'g;-„,- ) bq(p', f)
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x cos[Qf+ (()(t)] sin(k R),

where ~, as defined in Sec. III, is given by

@=eg(J d'r[g, (r)]*r; n((, (r)=(3*.

Substituting these results in Eq. (26), defining
probability amplitudes a(p, f) = b, (p, f) and b(p, t)
—=b3(p, i), and doing some of the integrals leads to
the two coupled differential equations (in the rota-
ting-wave approximation):

ia(p, t) = —i ( —'y, )a(p, t) —[(3E(t)/4i] e'""-")'-"""e-' /' "[e'@'"/ "b(p- k f)

—e ' '" "b(p+k, f)]+K/ J d i) f/,', .;;.e' 3 3'a(p, f), (soa)

—e ' ~ """'a(p+k, t)]+2, J d p U/33 -, - e' I f'b(p', t), (sob)

p„(R, t, v()) =B,(R, f, v())[B,(R, t, v,)]*

(2 )-3 f de J' d3p le((it f(' ) )(-(Ey g, t-

x e ' 'a(p, t)[b(p'f)]", (34)

(iii) obtain the polarization-function density A(R, f,
v, ) from p„(R, f) by the prescription (10), (iv) by
use of Eqs. (13) and (20), calculate A(f ) from A(R,
f ', v()) for use in the self-consistency equations (19)

where

ur =E, —E» (»)
it should be remembered that k is the propagation
vector given in Eq. (2) for the laser field. Equa-
tions (30a) and (30b) are the basic working equa-
tions of the theory.

We choose the initial conditions for the laser atom
as excitation to state a in a "plane-wave" state with

a definite momentum po. The term "plane wave"
is in quotations since we also require that the atom
be confined to the laser volume V, making a pure
plane-wave state impossible. However, for large
laser volumes (compared with the de Broglie wave-
length) and with neglect of cavity-wall collisions
for the excited laser atom, a plane-wave state is
a good approximation. Explicitly, we find

((I(R, r, o) = V '/ e'~o'"((),(r), (32)

and confinement to the laser volume is to be under-
stood. Eventually, a weighted average over all
possible p() will be made. The initial condition (32)
corresponds to

a(p, o)=(2v)' 'V ' '5(p —p,), b(p, o)=0. (33)

The calculation may be outlined as follows: (i)
solve, to various orders in perturbation theory,
Eqs. (30) subject to the initial conditions (33), (ii)
combine Eqs. (7) and (24) to find the dipole-moment
density'~:

and (21).
Notation. Before proceeding, we should like to

establish a notation which should be kept in mind
when reading the next few sections. The contribu-
tion to an amplitude a(p, f) arising from an nth-

order scattering interaction and an mth-order laser-
field interaction will be written a" (p, f). In addi-
tion, a term like A "'"' implies a contribution to the
polarization function from the product of amplitudes
a " and (b"')m. We shall a.iso find it convenient to
denote the range of the perturber potential by S and

to introduce a vector X which will be a position co-
ordinate of the active atom relative to a perturber
site. Finally, we note the equality of unit vectors
in the v() and P() directions (vo = pa/m is the initial
laser-atom velocity). We shall sometimes inter-
change these quantities to bring added clarity to
our equations.

V. FIRST-ORDER LASER THEORY —COLLISION
INTERACTION IN UPPER LASER STATE ONLY

In this section we solve Eqs. (30) to first order
in the laser field and ultimately to all orders in the
scattering interaction for the one-collision process.
The collision interaction will be assumed to act
only on the upper laser state a, i. e. ,

U»" ' —0j (36)

As already mentioned, the case where one state
experiences a much stronger collision interaction
than the other probably corresponds closely to the
actual physical situation. Equations (30) should be
simplified by use of Eqs. (35). We shall use dia-
grams to help visualize each contribution to the
polarization-function density arising from the per-
turbation solution of Eqs. (30). The heading of each
subsection will indicate the polarization function
being calculated in that subsection. (Recall that the
polarization function is the projection of the polar-
ization-function density onto the laser-cavity mode. )
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FIG. 3. Diagrams for the polarization-function density
(R, t', vo). Upper and lower lines on the left-hand

side represent the a (p, t') and b l(p,', t') amplitudes, re-
spectively. Solid and dashed figures on the right-hand
side, respectively, represent the spatial extent of these
amplitudes which are plane waves in coordinate space.
Laser fieM acts at t".

F00;01(&ly )

The polarization-function density A"'"(8, f ', vo)
is the no-collision term and arises from the pro-
duct of the amplitudes &too(f&ot)*. We picture this
process in Fig. 3. The upper horizontal line cor-
responds to the a-state amplitude and the lower one
to what finally yields the b-state amplitude. We
observe the system at t= t after it has started at
t= 0, while the interaction with the laser field oc-
curs at t=t in a Feynman sense. The figure to
the right of these amplitude lines is a diagram for
the spatial extent of the amplitudes. Since there
is no collision, both are plane-wave states. The
vertical solid line corresponds to the plane wave
with momentum p0 associated with state g while the
dashed line corresponds to the plane wave with mo-
mentum p0+k associated with state b. The polar-
ization-function density is the product of these two
waves which are in phase (except for the normal
Dopier interference factor e""'~o&t ' '). Thus, in
projecting the polarization-function density onto the
cavity mode to obtain the polarization function,
there will be considerable contributions from all
points in the laser volume, a result that is unique
to the no-collision term.

The perturbation calculations for E&ls. (30) sub-
ject to the initial conditions (33) can be carried out
in a straightforward manner. The results are

oo(p~ ft) (2v)o/oV-1/oe-&t/2&tt'~(P

any f in that interval. )
Using Eqs. (10), (84), (36), and (N) we find the

polarization-function density:

A"'"(R, f', vo) = .'[pZ(—f')/Vj J,
'

df "ff(f', f")e-*"'"

&&
e'"'o" ' ' —term(k —k),

89where

e ( wo-t t u-+taf &(t' t"& tt"--
1~.t= o(&.+~o),

(40)

(41)

g10;01(~~y )

The polarization-function density A"'o'(8, f', vo)
arises from the amplitude product a'o(f&o')* and is
the first term that involves the collision interac-
tion. The diagrams for this term are shown in
Fig. 4, where the cross represents the collision
interaction. The scattering begins at t= 0 and con-
tinues until the time of observation t = t so that the
spatial part for the state-g amplitude is a spherical
scattered wave of radius v0t' represented by a solid
circle in the figure. Mathematically, this spheri-
cal wave will lead to a factor X 'e'~o f,(Q), where
X is a coordinate relative to the perturber site and

f,(Q) is the scattering amplitude for state &t. The
b-state amplitude is still spatially a plane wave
8'~0'~'". Hence, we should expect that the polar-
ization-function density will possess a rapidly
varying phase in all but the forward direction (i.e. ,
only in the forward direction are the two waves
moving with the same velocity). In addition, the
polarization-function density can be nonvanishing

and Ef = 0 /2m is the photon recoil energy.
Using E&I. (18) to project E&I. (39) on the cavity

mode and neglecting the rapidly varying terms in-
volving e(~' "' gives the "no-collision" contribu-
tion to the polarization function:

A"'"(R, f', v, )= —,'tSE(t')V-' —J,'dt"ff(f', f")

&&
et""o&t' t"&+-term(k-- j&'). (42)

ho(gt f t) 1 s@(ft) i(~- (t'-&-&w&(t'

X
g't' ~ II I:( I jZ)y&+&std)(t' t" ) z(p /Pffft )t"

0
o

po
A

poX

where

[ &' "8&"' ~&t(poo'- k, f")—term(k k)j;

(37)

ho& =&o —Q —&o(t ), (38)

and E and &o are evaluated at time f'. (Recall that
E and y are regarded as constant in the interval be-
tween t and t+5t, so that they may be evaluated at

b
polk

FIG. 4. DlagraIns for the polarization-function density
' '(8, t', vo). Cross indicates the collision interaction

which acts continuously from t = 0 to t'. The quantity X
is an arbitrary unit vector from the perturber site so
that poX indicates a spherical wave originating at the
perturber site. This spherical wave, which is associated
with a (p, t'), is indicated by the circle in the figure;
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only in the sphere of the scattered wave. This may
be expressed mathematically by the step function
e(vot —X), which equals 1 for positive argument

and is 0 otherwise. With this insight we proceed
to carry out the calculation.

From Eq. (30a) we deduce

using Eq. (36) and doing the p integral, this becomes

1O(p t ) t(2&)3/2V-1/2e-11/2) Pt'pg J dt" U/ exp(iES S
t") (43)

In the Feyman sense, Eq. (43) shows that the collision occurs at any time t between 0 and t'. Performing
the t integral gives

10(P t&) (2 )3 2V-1 2 - 1 2)y t' g U/ [exp(tz t~) I]/E (44)

The result for bo'(p, t') is given in Eq. (3V), so that the polarization-function density determined from Eqs.
(10), (34), (3V), and (44) after a little algebra is

A"'"(R t' v,)=-4[S'E(t')V'] J d'P J d'I'e''S S'" -'aS S'-[exp(tzS S t')-1](Z-, )-'g U'.
0

x J dt exp[ —y, t (y„+ i&&o)(—t' —t )+ iE,t i(p k—/m)t ]5(p k —p—p)
—term(k-- k) .

The p integral may be done; noting that

Z;,„;=(2m)-'(t'- fp, +kf')=E,-,- -k v, -Z-„,

one finds

A' '(R, t,'vp)= ,'tt/E(t )V—'e '"'"g/ J dt H(t, t )S/(R, t )e'"'"o" ' ' —term(k--k), (46)

where

2/(R, t ) = J d'p U,'.S;e'" Sp '"[1—exp( —iES; t )](E;;) ',
(46)

and H(t, t ) is given by Eq. (40). Inserting the explicit expression [Eq. (2V)] for U, .;; into Eq. (46), we
obtain

8/(R, t') = (2w)
' Jd'R '

J dpp U/(R '- R/)e'S Sp""" '[1 —exp(- iE;„-t )](E;,; ) '

where

U/(R —R /) = Jd'r g, (r ) ~U/(R —R, , r )g, (r ) .
The angular integration over p yields

00 sP IR-R' I -splR R' I
y

-sE t'
(47)

I
~t

0 P Pp

The integral has a major contribution in the vicinity of Es=E; and we expand P about this value, namely,
dp

P ~Pp+dz E
Sp

= Po+ (vo) 'E-
So . (48)

50

Changing variables from P to E;, Eq. (47) becomes

&/(R, t ) = (m/22)(2wi) Jd'R U/(R —R/) f
R —R'

f

-' 8 'so'"

x J'"dzs&exp[ilR R'l (t/2+EsP /vo)] —exp[ —i IR R'I (po+Ess /vo)]}[I —exp(-iE; s t )](E;;)- .

Assuming the major contribution occurs at E;
= E;, we extend the integral over E; to —~; then
the contour integral may be easily evaluated (the
result is independent of how we displace the pole at

Es,) as

x
l
R —R

f

-'e (v,t '- f
R —R

f ) . (48)

It will be convenient to further reduce this equa-
tion for S before inserting it into Eq. (45) to get the
polarization-function density. We define coordinates
relative to the jth perturber:

& / (R, t ) = (m/2w) Jd'R U/(R '- R/) e 'Po ~"-"' -'So'
X~ ——R —R), 5R g= R —R~, (60)
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R —R =X~ —5R~.

We assume the interaction UI(5R&) has a ra~ge S.
=10 cm, which implies that for almost all regions
of space X,» 5R&. Using this fact to expand

~R —R
~

=XI —X) 5RI,

and changing integration variables to 5R,, Eq. (49)
becomes

S, (R, f') =- [ —(m/2v) jd'(I,')U. (&R,')e"o' I'"o I'j

Xe"OxI '50 "~X 8(v, f'-X,). (51)

Z A"'" (R, f, v,)=.'&&(~')P 'Z, f,(-X„p,)X,'
n=1

~~o~y' -~o' -'"'" ' ' dt "8't' t"'

The term in square brackets will be recognized as
the leading term in the Born expansion of the scat-
tering amplitude f, (X&, po) for scattering of a plane
wave with momentum po into the direction X&.

Ne generalize our result by postulating that high-
er-order scattering calculations at this particular
perturbed site will merely lead to higher-order
terms in the Born expansion of f,(X,,po) and that
to all orders in the scattering interaction the term
in square brackets in Eq. (51) may be replaced
by the exact scattering amplitude f, (XI, Po)

To help justify this generalization, we recall the
calculation of Bethe, v who treats scattering as a
time-dependent problem and obtains solutions to
first order in the scattering interaction. Since
scattering problems may be solved with either
time-independent or time-dependent methods, one
must conclude that the time-dependent perturbation
solution, if carried out to infinite order, would be
equal to the exact time-independent solution. Thus,
the sum of all orders of perturbation theory will
lead to a result proportional to the exact scattering
amplitude W.ith this assumption, Eq. (51) is sub-
stituted into (45) and we find the polarization-func-
tion density:

& e '"'"sin(k R)8(v f —X) —term(k --k), (52)

where one should recall that X&= R- R . If we ex-j j'
pand sin(k R) in terms of exponentials, only the
(1/2f)e'" '" part contributes in the first term. '3

Changing the spatial integration variable to X&, we
note that the integral is independent of the index j,
so that in summing over j, we simply gain a factor
N, where N is the total number of perturber sites
in the laser volume. The fact that each perturber
contributes equally to A(t', vo) i,s a consequence of
having taken plane-wave excitation fox the laser
atoms. That is, the laser atom is initially uniformly
distributed over the perturber sites. Noting that
the integrand in Eq. (53) contributes appreciably
only in the forward direction, we may perform the
integration over X& to obtain the polarization func-
tion:

00

2 W"""{f'v ) = —-'f6 Z(f)mV' df "H(t' f")
n=1 Pl o

&&
s~f ~0«'-~"& ~[f (p)]f'+ term(k-- k),

where f,(0) is the forward-scattering amplitude for
state a and st=A/V is the perturber density. Math-
ematically, this result could have been reached
more easily if we had projected on the cavity mode
before doing the integration in momentum space.
However, we chose the above appxoach to obtain ex-
plicit formulas for the polarization-function density,
which determines the spatial dependence of the
macroscopic polarization.

+00:11(I.I +
)

The polarization-function density Aoo "(R,f', vo)
arises from the product of the amplitudes a (b")
and the diagra, ms for this term are shown in Fig.
5. The a-state amplitude is unperturbed and spa-
tially is a plane wave e"o'R. The b-state amplitude
is formed from an amplitude a'0(t ) which already
contains the scattering interaction. Syatially, it
corresponds to a spherically scattered wave begin-

x e (gof
'- XI) —term(k -—k ) .

A

As predicted, there is a phase factor e'~o ~'

which is rapidly varying in all but the forward
direction, and the appropriate step function is
present.

Using Eq. (13) we project (52) onto the laser-
cavity mode to obtain the polarization function:

(52)

tII

p, pXi
bpx 7l

r& = vo(t -t )
I

rj, *~ot
ZA"""(f' v )=+ '&E(f )V' —2, j, dt-H(t', f")
n=i

A A

2j.v (t ~ ) r ds+ «X

FIG. 5. Diagrams for the polarization-function density
A.oo'1~(R, t', vo). Collision interaction acts continuously
from t = 0 to t". The spatial overlap of the two waves is
indicated by the diagonal grid.
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ning at time t= 0 and terminating at time t= t since
there is no collision interaction for the b-state
amplitude after time t . From time t to t this
scattered wave continues to propagate radially out-
ward so that at time t it occupies a spherical shell
with inner radius vo(t —t ) and outer radius vot

as shown in the figure. From the scattered wave,
we should expect a contribution to Ao'"(R, t, vo)
proportional to [X 'e'~ 0 f(Q)]* (conjugate since the
polarization-function density is proportional to b*).
Again there will be a rapidly varying phase factor
for the polarization-function density in all but the

forward direction. Since the b-state amplitude is
formed from an amplitude a' (t ) corresponding to
motion in all directions X, the Doppler factor will

be changed from e""'o" ' ' to e"""' ' ', where

v=v~ (55)

Furthermore, to restrict the contribution to the
spherical shell, we must have the product of step
functions 8(vot —X) and 8[X- vo(t —t )].

The details of the calculation are similar to that
for the previous term, and the polarization-function
density is

g A '"'(R, t', vo)= ,'tt'E(t )V—'g(f (Xt, po)] X, 'e '~0"t'
n=1

&e " J' dt H(t', t")e"'~80" -' '8(vot Xt)8[xt ——v, (t t )]—term—(k- —k),
which, when projected on the cavity mode, gives the polarization function

OO

2 A '"'(t', v(i)= ——,
' iPE(t )5IV '

I dt H(t, t )e' '"o ' ' ' '[f,(0)]"(—t )+term(k- —k)
n=1 m o

(56)

(57)

Note that in E(I. (57) we have regained vo in the ex-
ponential since the integrand in (56) contributes only

in the forward direction X= vo on mode projection.
The t factor arises from the integral of the step
function over X&.

A10101(t i
v )

The last first-order laser contribution for a-state
scattering only comes from the product of amplitudes
a'0(b")", for which the diagrams are drawn in Fig.
6. Since we are dealing with only one collision, the
interactions in the a and b states must occur at the

same Perturbed site. The spatial diagrams for a'
and b" have been previously discussed in reference
to Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The calculation
must yield factors of

X 'e'~0 f,(Q)8(vot —X)

[X 'e"oxf, (Q)]-"8(v,t' X)8[X v,-(t' t")-]-
for the a- and b*-states amplitudes, respectively,
so that the total result for the polarization-function

density, which is a product of these amplitudes,
contains the differential scattering cross section
If, (Q) I . Again the b-state amplitude is formed
from an amplitude a'0(t ) corresponding to motion
in the X direction, so that the Doppler factor will
be e"""' ' ' (recall that v=voX). It is most im-
portant to note that the polarization-function density
is not a rapidly varying function of direction X since
both the scattered waves originate at the same
scattering center and propagate with speed vo. Thus,
there will be significant contributions to the polar-
ization function in all directions. One may view the
process as follows: An atom undergoes a collision
while in state a and then interacts with the laser
field while moving in a new direction X. The pro-
bability for scattering into this new direction is
simply If,(X,vo)I dQ [note that f,(X, IT0) and f,(X, vo)
are meant to represent identical quantities provided

po = mvo].
Again the calculation for the polarization-function

density and polarization function to all orders in the
scattering interaction may be done explicitly to yield

Z A '"'(R, t, v, ) = —,
' tttE(t ') V ' g, I(f,(X„v,)

~

'Xt '
m, n=l

/t'dttlH(tt tlt) ik x v (t't)-
jJO

8 (vot —Xt) 8[xt —vo(t —t )] —term(k -—k) (56)
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FIG. 6. Diagrams for the polarization-function density
(R, t', v&). Spatial overlap of the two waves is in-

dicated by the diagonal grid.

+ term(k -—k)
A

Since both If, (X, vp) I and e"'«"p" ' ' possess
X dependence, one cannot perform the angular in-
tegral over Qx without assuming an explicit form
for If, (X,vp) I', so that expression (59) is somewhat
more complicated that the previous termsintheper-
turbation solution for A(t, vp). "

Polarization Function A~ ~(t )

2 A '"'(t, v, ) = ——,
' i&E(t ) tt V '

J,
' dt H(t, t )

m, n=1

xv t "JdQ ~f~(X, v )IPet" «'p«'' ' &

Summing Eqs. (42), (54), (5"i), and (59) and aver-
aging the result over initial emitter velocities vo
with a distribution function W(vp), we obtain the
polarization function A "'(t ) to first order in the
laser field for state-a scattering only:

A"'(t')=- —.'tpE(t')V 'Jd'v, W(v, )J' dt" H(t', t")

xe"'p" -' '(I+(2«iSI!m)[f (0)t'-f, (0)'t"]+Stvpt"JdQ„~f (v, vp)~'e*' "-'&"-' ']
+ term(k --k), (6o)

(7tpM = (4tt/iPp)f(0),

which implies

(6l)

Re(rtt„= (4tt/Pp) Im[ f(0)]= oo„

Imoo„= —(4tt/Pp) Re[f(0)]

where the optical theorem" has been used in Eq.
(62a) to relate Im[f(0)] to the normal quantum-
mechanical cross section 0@M. Furthermore, de-
fining a complex-collision decay parameter

(62a)

(621)

where we have used Eq. (55) to change variables
from X to v in the term involving If,(v, vp) Ip.

Equation (60) may be written in a more suggestive
form. %e define a complex quantum-mechanical
cross section 0& by

scattering amplitude (and consequently the decay
parameter) depends on the emitter speed up.

Interpretation of Result

Equation (63b) may be separated into terms rep-
resenting binary-collision impact effects (the terms
"impact effects" and ELVE refer to the same pro-
cess and will be used interchangeably) and Doppler
modifying collision effects (GDE). To see that this
is possible, we first rewrite Eq. (631) using the
relationship I'tpM+ I')M = 23tvpooM to obtain

X.(v„k, t', t")=-,' I';„(vp)(t'- t")+ St v~«(vp)t"

—
Dt 'Up t fdQv ~Ifv(vp vp)

~

Eq. (60) becomes

A"'(t') = —,'iipE(t )V ' J d'vp —W(v,)J,
' dt"H(t', t")

'[I —g (v k, t t )]

+ term(k —k) (a scattering only),
(63a)

where the collision factor y, is given by

}(,(vp, k, t', t")= —,'I tp„(vp)t'+ —,'I tp( v)p"t"

tttJ dQ (f (» v ) ~aetP (v Pp)(t' t"j-
(63b)

and we have explicitly indicatedthat the forward-

jk (0-%0)(t '-& ' '&
8 0 {64)

q.(v„k, t', t") =-.'I", (v, )(t'- t") +stv, t"

x [f'dQ„If,(v, v, )I —f dQ„

In order to separate out the GDE, we must note
that Doppler-modifying collisions are those in which
kt v/y„p I or equivalently 8 & y,„/kvp (8 is the angle
between v and vp and bv=vp8 for 8«l). This sug-
gests that we break up the integral over Q„ into the
regions 8 &y„/kvp and 8 &y„/kvp. In the first re-
gion the exponential factor in Eq, (64) can be set
equal to unity and, after a little algebra, we find
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(65)

where we have used the fact that o+M = JdQ„If,(8, vo) I,
and the prime on the integrals indicate that the in-
tegration is to be performed only for the region 8

Yah'/&"o (Doppler-modifying-collision region). One
now notes that

m. (6~v, )dfl„-=catv, jy(e, v, ) ~2dg, (66)

is just the probability per unit time for an atom in
state a to change its velocity from vo to v [W, (S lvo)
is defined for Doppler-modifying collisions only],
while

I (~&)= f'-da. &.(8~v&)

is the rate at which Doppler-modifying collisions
occur for atoms in state a. With these assign-
ments, Eq. (65) becomes

@(~vo» f f )= I @M(vo)(f f )+lnM(vo)f

f &I 1 s dg gr ( ~ )
4f (y-v )(0t -g" ) '(68)

This quantum-mechanical expression for X, clearly
separates the ELVE [represented by the first term
in Eq. (68), which is typical of impact-theory re-
sults] and the QDE [represented by the last two

terms in Eq. (68)].
In fact, such a, separation forms the basis for a

pseudoclassical model, in which one allows clas-
sical Doppler-modifying collisions for times up to
t" and impact "collisions" for times between t" and
f' (see Fig. 3). That is, for times less than f", the
atom has not yet acquired a dipole moment [i.e. ,

p, ~(t) = 0 for f &f"(see Fig. 3)] and we can still speak
of a velocity-changing collision for the atom in
state a. In some classical limit, we can associate
the quantities W, (& I vo) and I"nM with the Boltzmann-
collision kernel and classical rate for Doppler-
modifying collisions, respectively, for atoms in
state a. On the other hand, we can nolonger speak
of classical Doppler-modifying collisions for the
time region f" to f' since p, ~(f) is nonzero in that
time interval and inequality (1) is not satisfied,
making it impossible to associate a classical tra-
jectory with p,~(f). Using this observation, we
complete our model by assuming that, in the time
interval I,

" to t', Doppler-modifying collisions are
forbidden and only impact "collisions" are possible.
One should recall that this time region was marked
by scattering contributions to the polarization func-
tion that involved only the forward-scattering am-
plitude. The association of impact collisions with
forward-scattering amplitudes is mell founded. '
Since ELVE cannot occur if p„(t) = J d Ap, ~(R, f) =0
[if p„(f)= 0 before a collision, the density matrix
p(f) will be unchanged as a result of the adiabatic

Q(vo f f )=2 FoM(&0)(f —f )

which is typical of pure impact theories.

(68)

VI. COLLISION INTERACTION IN LOWER-LASER
STATE ONLY

One might think that the form of our results
mould not change if the collision interaction occur-
red only in state b rather than only in state a; but
the results for these cases are, in fact, distinct.
This is due to the nature of the collision processes
involved, as will be discussed below. For b scat-
tering only, instead of Eq. (35), we take

I"~;..u -=&an u» ~0

Only one term, in addition to the no-collision term
Aoo'0' [Eq. (42)] will contribute in the case of b

scattering only. The calculation proceeds as in
Sec. V.

The polarization-function density Aoo" '(R, f', vo)
arises from the product of the amplitudes a (b' ')*,
and the corresponding diagrams are shown in Fig.
7. The prime in the superscript indicates that the
collision interaction occurs in state b. The a-state
amplitude is an unperturbed plane wave e "0'".
The b-state amplitude begins to experience the col-
lision interaction as soon as the transition at time
t' occurs, and spatially is a, spherical wave that
begins propagating at time t" and continues to prop-
agate until the time of observation t'. The spheri-
cal wave propagates with speed !po+k I/m. In this

collision], and Doppler-modifying collisions occur
only if p, ~(f) = 0, the two types of collisions must
occur at mutually exclusive times.

It is not our purpose to go into the analytic de-
tails of the pseudoclassical model in this paper.
We have introduced it at this time (and shall refer
to it briefly hereafter) since it arises naturally
from the quantum-mechanical development. In
third-order laser theory, the polarization function
will again be expressable in terms of multiple in-
tegrals over the various time intervals between in-
teractions with the laser field. The pseudoclassical
model will provide the starting point for this cal-
culation in which the Lindholm-Foley or Baranger'
theory is used to propagate the solution through
time intervals where p, ~(t) 40, and the Boltzmann-
equation approach is used to propagate the solution
through time intervals where p, ~(f) =0. We should
mention, in passing, that the pseudoclassical mod-
el will also enable one to readily generalize the
one-collision result to the many-collision (binary)
case.

In concluding this section, me note that if Dop-
pler-modifying collisions are negligible [1nM
= W, (& cavo)=0], Eq. (68) reads
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pe

II

b
p +i» !p +k!X

r ~

r&p

for b scattering only:

W'"(f')=--' &" E(-f')V 'f-d' W( )g' df" H(f' &")

x elk Io'(I' ». '1 [l 1 f»o (v )g(f» f»»)]

(b scattering only). (76)
FIG. 7. Diagrams for the polarization-function density

'(R, t', vo). Collision interaction acts continuously
from t = t" to t'.

xf dfll ff(f» f»») eii» v oN I )
0

x e[(!p, +k!/m)(f'-f") -X,]

—term(k- -k) (vo)

Using the fact that kS«1, one may easily show that

f(X, po+k)= f(X, po) (vl)
.so that when Eq. (70) is projected on the cavity
mode we obtain (the integrand contributes signifi-
cantly only in the forward direction)

8&"'"'(f' v)=--'fpZ(f')V'f df" a(f' f")
n' =1 0

case, it is important to keep the photon momentum
in the expression since it will lead to a non-negli-
gible phase shift. Therefore, the b-state amplitude
should contribute a factor

(X 'f, (X, po+k) 8' 'o'"'«e[(!po+k!/~)(f'-f') -X]]
to the polarization-function density. The step func-
tion confines the contribution to the sphere shown
in Fig. V. Since the 5-state amplitude is formed
an amplitude a (f") corresponding to an atom mov-
ing with velocity v0, the Doppler factor mill be
e""'0" ' '. We expect the polarization-function
density to have a rapidly varying phase factor in
all but the forward direction.

Performing the calculation, ' we find the polar-
lsation -fllllctioll density»

Q woo:"(R f' v ) =-'O'E(f') V'Z, [f,(X,, p, +k)]*X
n' =1

-~l y + t X& &(y0+tf) 2& -&Pc R

The simple impact nature of this result can be
explained in terms of our pseudoclassical model,
which is also applicable to the ease of b scattering
only. Reference to Fig. 7 will indicate that for b

scattering only, all collision interactions occur
when p~o(f) + 0 Rlld» Rs sucll» give rise 'to llllpRct
rather than to Doppler-modifying effects. We see
that, in general, the result for pure a scattering
[Eil. (63)] and pure b scattering [Eil. (75)] differ
in form due to the presence of Doppler-modifying
collisions in the former which are absent in the
latter. (We should point out that if excitation of
laser atoms to state 5 rather than to state a had
been considered, the nature of the a-scattering-
only and 5-scattering-only results would be re-
versed. ) A discussion of the significance of these
findings will be given in Sec. VII.

VII. COLLISION INTERACTION IN BOTH LEVELS

ID soD1e cases, the collisioD interaction in both
levels a and b may be of comparable magnitude, in
which case the treatment given in Secs. V and VI
is incomplete. Although we feel this mill not be
the usual situation, for completeness we present
the calculation with collision interaction in both
levels. An added motivation for the calculation is
provided by the fact that, in the limit of equal col-
lision interaction in both levels, we expect to ar-
rive at the results for a model which treats the
atomic center-of -mass motion classically. Thus,
we take U~. &&.40 and U~~., & &. 40, and there is one
additional contribution to the polarization function
which must be calculated.

A'0'" '{t'P0)

The final term of first-order laser theory for the
one-collision process arises from the product of
amplitudes a'o(b' ')*; the corresponding diagrams
are shown in Fig. 8. The contribution involves

+term (k- —k) (v2)

~QM (vo) —+vo &QM("o)

x '"'oi'-'"'f--'[Z' (v )] (f» f")],
0

Q Il

Pp PpX

t
II

0
Pp

Pptk Pp+k X riavp{t -t )
I

r vpt

oQM(vo) = (4v/iso) f,(0)

Cembining Eil. (72) with Eii. (42), we arrive at the
polarization function to first order in the laser field

FIG. 8. Diagrams for the polarization-function density
A~0'~ ~(B, t', vo). This spatial overlap of the two waves is
indicated by the diagonal grid.
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scattering interactions in both states u and b.
Since we are dealing with only one collision, both
interactions must occur at the same perturber site.
Following the discussion associated with Figs. 4
and 7, we expect the a-state amplitude to contribute
a factor like

X 'f, (X, P-o) e"o' 8(v,t' —X),
and the b-state amplitude one like

[x 'f,(x, Po+ k) e' oo"' ]*8 [( I Po+ k I/m) (t' —t")-x].

In this case, the polarization-function density will
have a slowly varying phase factor since one
spherical wave propagates with speed eo, while
the other propogates with speed lvo +k/m l. The
resulting expression for the polarization-function
density is found to be

gmo;n')(R t «v )
) o)E(tr) y-lg f (X p ) [f (X «p )]g @-ik K X-o ei(poli-oo )ti) @-i);Ii)o+fixi-(jfo+Jr) )fi)

~, ~'=a

t'
&:f dt" H(t', t")e' oi ) 8(vot' —Xi) 8[vo(t' —t") —Xi]- term(k- —k), (76)

where Eil. (71) has been used.
It will be convenient to expand

Ipo+kl =Po+k Po

which is valid since )'t«po. ' Projecting Eq. (76) onto the cavity mode yields
00 I

gÃlo;tl'1(tl v )
) )pE(tl)sty-1 $ dtll H(tt tlat)

ik oo(i'-i'')
m, n' =1

&& f d'Xf, (X, p, )f,(X, p, )*X 'e'~' ~o) 8[v,(t' —t") -X]+term(k- -k) . (76)

Performing the integral over X, changing variables according to Eil. (55), and averaging over the initial
velocity distribution leads to

'(t')= ——'i 1 E(t')SI V 'f d v W(v )f dt"H(t' t")
e, g"- i

xvoe'" ' i'o-"') f de Gi (~volt t )fa(v vo)fo(v vo) +term(k--k),

G(" t'-t")=-[ '" '" 'o"' "-l][k ( — )] '.
This is as far as we may go without explicit expressions for f, and fo. Combining Eqs. (63), (72), and (79),
we arrive at the general one-collision result for the average polarization function to first order in the laser
field:

g(1)(t/) ital E(tl)y-J f do gr(v ) f dtt)H(t) tt I) sic voii~ t~~) [I X (v k t ) t)I) 4 [P o
(v )]i (tl t)l)

+Stvi) f de, G„-(v, vi), t' —t")f (v, vi))f„(v, vi)) ] +term(k- —k), (6l)

where G"„ is given by Eil. (60). It is of interest to
look at several limiting cases of this general re-
sult.

Straight-Eine Paths. The reader should recall that
the normal Doppler effect is modified only by those
collisions that produce changes in velocity hv such
that khan & y,~. On the other hand, significant ELVE
collisions will generally occur even if khv & y„, so
that in some cases, it may be a fair approximation
to completely neglect the Doppler-modifying col-
lisions (there will always be more collisions leading

to )'ohv & X~ than t)nv & y). Neglect of Doppler-
modifying collisions is equivalent to taking straight-
line paths for emitter trajectories, which is a com-
Inon assumption of standard pressure-broadening
theories. The assumption is valid if Doppler -mod-
ifying collisions are relatively unimportant compared
with collisions producing ELVE, and may correspond
to a classical description of relative emitter per-
turber motion.

Neglect of Doppler-modifying collision implies
that we consider only the region 8 & y~/kvo in the
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angular integration over Q, in Eq. (81). In this
region, we find that

G„"(v, vo, t' —t")= f' —f",

X,(v, k, f', f' ') - ——1' ~(v )(f' —f"),
and Eq. (81) becomes

A "'(f ) = —,'i i'J E—(t ) V ' J d'v 0 W(vo)

x J' ( di&I H(i.
I

f 1&) fk vp(t'-t" )

x{1-(f'- t")[21'q„(vo) + -', I'(a((vo)*

&vo -1 dQ„f,(e, vo)f,(8, vo)*])+term(k-- k)

(straight-line-path limit), (83)

which is in agreement with the quantum-mechanical
result of Baranger, ~o who considered the problem
of a fixed emitter and moving perturbers. For

straight-line paths, it may be shown ~ that Eq. (82)
reduces to the Lindholm-Foley result' for the prob-
lem which treats a fixed emitter and classically
moving perturbers, folded into the unperturbed
emitter velocity distribution.

Equal scattering interaction in both levels.
The unlikely (but possible) case of f, =f,=flea-ds
to the opposite limit. That is, ELVE are absent
since the relative collision-induced phase shift is
0, and any modifications of line shapes must arise
from the GDE. We should also expect a classical
correspondence for this case since Eq. (1) is well
satisfied (the a and f( trajectories of Fig. 1 coin-
cide). In this limit we find

c b . gI'~=I'q ,'I'q +I'~ =2%v,o

so that using Eq. (64), Eq. (81) becomes

A"'(t') = —,'ipE(t')V —'Jd'v,W(vo) f~ dt "H(t', f")e' "0" '"'
[I-gatv(&co t'M+51(jo& JdQ„~ f (&, vo) ~'

x e("'('-'o& "-'"'~OIU,fdQ„G-„(v, v„ t'- f")~f(v, v, )
~

']+ term(&- —&). (83)

Employing a procedure indentical to the one used following Eq. (64), Eq. (83) may be transformed in

A"'(f') = —ap(H(t )V ' Jd vDW(vo) J dt H(t', f")e' 'o" ' ' 1 —I' (v )i + JdQ„W(v~ v )

x{t e'"'" o'" ' ' +G((&, vo, t f)J +-term (k--k) (classical limit f,= f~), (84)

where, in the WEB limit, W(vl vo) and I'n„(vo) are
equal to the probability density per unit time for a
collision to change the emitter velocity from vo to
v (Boltzmann-collision kernel defined for Doppler-
modifying collisions only) and the rate of Doppler-
modifying collisions, respectively. It may be
shown that Eq. (84) is the leading term in a Boltz-
mann-equation approach to the problem and, as
such, seems to indicate that a Boltzmann-equation
approach is valid for the case f, =f, .~' As predicted
the result may be purely classical. If one wishes
to study this case for the many-collision problem,
it is probably easier to use the Boltzmann-equation
approach than our method.

Co/lision interactionin one state only. If
either f~ = 0 or f, = 0, Eq. (81) reduces to (63)
or (75), respectively. For the case of 5 scattering
only, there is a great simplification since the col-
lision terms in the result depend solely on the two
parameters Rel"@M and ImF@. We have also indi-
cated that a pseudoclassical model is applicable
when there is collision interaction in only one state.
Our results are not equivalent to those which com-
bine a Boltzmann-equation approach to treat velocity

effects and an impact pressure-broadening theory
to treat ELVE, except in the sense described in Sec. V.

General case. If none of the above limits are
achieved, one must consider the general expression
(81) for the polarization function. Evaluation will
be extremely difficult since a complete knowledge
of f, (Q} and f,(Q) is required. If oneattemptstofind
a pseudoclassical mohel for the general case, he im-
mediately runs into difficulty. In the region t"(t & t'
(see Fig. 8), one can no longer absolutely exclude Dop-
pler-modifying collisions since the a and b trajectories
(Fig. 1) may differ only slightly for some collisions
[inequality (1) approximately safisfied] allowing for
the possiblity of classical velocity-changing colli-
sions. On the other hand, impact effects are cer-
tainly allowed in this time region, so that ELVE
and GDE are simultaneously occurring; and the
basis for our pseudoclassical model is destroyed.
In any event, the one-collision results indicate that
combining ELVE and Boltzmann-equation results,
as has been done in the past, '4 does not lead to the
correct result for the polarization function, and one
concludes that the quantum-mechanical formulation
is needed. ~4
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VIII. AMPLITUDE AND PHASE EQUATIONS

In this section, we obtain the self-consistent
amplitude and phase equations in the one-collision
approximation which will enable us to derive ex-
pressions for the gain and frequency-pulling param-
eters of the laser. We shall work in the limit of
collision interaction in one state only, and, to
facilitate the calculation, we introduce a quantity

)t (v, k i', ][") a scattering onlya or
or

—,
' I'toM(vo)*(t' —t") b scattering only

(85)

Equations (63) and (V5) give the polarization func-
tion which must be integrated between times t and

t+ ~t to be used in the amplitude and phase equa-
tions (19) and (21). By our assumption on 5t, the
integral may be taken from 0 to ~ with both E(t')
and p(t') evaluated at i = t. Thus, performing this
111'tegl'a'tloll alld llislllg Eq. (85), we find

&"'(i)-=f '"&"'(i')dt' = 4P-Z(i) V 'fd'-v W(v )

xf "di' f' dt" Ii(t' i ()re I(" oe'-'" )
0

x [1 —y. (vo, k, t', i")]+term(k- —k)

By changing variables to

7'= t' —t" and t"=t"
and using Eq. (40), the above integral becomes

f dt" e "a' [1—y, (vo, k, t', t")] a scattering
x

~-& e- {1/2 )T'~gM{&0)y, e b scattering

where w'e have approximated

8")(i)=—, i yE(t)V 'fd—'v W(v )f d1e' "aa ' "" 'o" ]''

+ term(k- —k) (86)

a p 5 g -{1/3)TgM v
(8V)

in the I) scattering result based on the one-collision approximation I I'(oM t «y, o. Substi«ting Eq. (86) into
the amplitude equation (19) and using (68), w«tnd

F+aE=0 (88)

where the gain parameter e is given by

e=-! i al()( raa r(l/fea''ec)r(e) (f, drf er ee[[-r„"- ( - -ce))a)rer. + a ]r-r r ]

x[( —-,'rc„(cc)r —r (cc)r +ere'cr„"fa"ali (" ec)l ,e""'c"1+c.c. ~ rer (ic- —)r))

(a scattering only)

n = ——', Q/Q + ,'(0 p A/—» ) f d 1) W(li )

(89a)

&a ['4a+ a Re~(oa((+n)] +t rm (k k) (t) scattering only)
[y„+—,

' Rel'@o(vo)]'+[o) —0 —jo+ —,
' Iml'@„(1)o)*-k vo-E„"]o

and A=X/1) is the excitation rate per unit volume. The phase equation (21) is approximately (89b)

-' +(gi' [p/ A)ef d'1) W(vo)f dr f d])"exp/[-y -i((u —0)+ik v +1E.„]1.—y, t"] [I --,'I'o„(1)o)r

I
—In„(1)o)i"+&riot"f de„~f, (I), 1)o) ~o e'"' ' -'o"]+c.c. +term(k- —k) (a scattering only) (eoa)

(f) =+ a(0 IP A/eo) f d 1)o W(1)o)

[(d —Q+ o ImI'(oM(vo) —k ' vo —E(r] l~
X y O 1 () r(c ~ m O + tel'n1 (k~ k)r[~.,+. R P~(eo)] +[~-a+-. Iml~(eo) -k v, Z„]

(5 scattering only)

(eob)

and gives the frequency pulling p.
b seatter&g only. As discussed in Sec. VI and

depicted in Eqs. (89b) and (90b), the results are of

I

a purely impact nature, with the net modification of
the no-collision result being y,o- y,o+-,' I"(o()a(eo)*.
Since our pseudoclassical model predicts that no
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Doppler-modifying collisions can occur, it will turn
out that Eq. (87) provides the correct path for going
from the one-collision to the many-collision (binary)
problem, and Eqs. (89b) and (90b) will be valid at
all pressures where binary-collision (impact) the-
ory may be used. If one assumes that the decay
parameter I'~M(vo) is a slowly varying function of
vo compared with W(vo), then it may be evaluated
at the average speed (v,). For an even distribution
function W(vo}, the resultant gain profile will be a
symmetric function of cavity detuning about the fre-
quency —,

' Iml'~((vo}) Eg. -If this approximation
is not made, the integrals in Eqs. (89b) and (90b)
must be evaluated numerically. We should point
out that the pure impact nature of the result will be
lost in third-order laser theory.

a scatterirg only Th. e results [Eqs. (89a) and

(90a)] reflect the presence of Doppler-modifying
collisions and are not of a particularly simple na-
ture. Only in the straight-line-path limit [see Eq.
(69)] will the a-scattering result assume the same
impact theory form as the b-scattering result. It
is possible to generalize the one-collision result
using our pseudoclassical model and, not going into
details, the net effect will be that the integrands in
Eqs. (89a) and (90a) are replaced by

II(&+tit tt t) jd+ &lk ~ vr+( v pi) e-u/2&f'~

(91)
where Eq. (40) has been used and g(v, vo, t") is ef-
fectively the probability density that the laser atom
has a velocity v at time t" if it had velocity vo at
time t = 0. Thus, we see that the Doppler-modifying
collisions affect the results by altering the velocity
v with which the laser atom moves in the time v' of
interest. We defer an actual calculation using Eq.
(91) until we have completed third-order laser the-
ory.

Finally, we comment on the implication of having
different forms for the a-scattering-only and b-
scattering-only results. Let us forget the laser
for the time being and consider a two level atom
with a ground state b and excited state a. Realis-
tically, we could neglect the scattering interaction
in the ground state and consider that a scattering
only is present. Let a monochromatic field of
frequency Q be applied to the system which has
E, —E&= &. If an absorption experiment is per-
formed (atom in state b at t = 0), the absorption
coefficient will be of the form of Eq. (89b) (replace
I'+M with I'@„), but if a stimulated-emission ex-
periment is performed (atom in state a at t = 0), the

gain parameter will be of the form of Eq. (89a).
Thus, the stimulated-emission and absorption pro-
files appear to differ.

However, based on the following argument, we

now believe that it is possible to rule out the above-
mentioned difference between emission and absorp-

tion profiles. Recall that the difference between
absorption and emission profiles was due to the
absence of velocity-changing collisions in the for-
mer which were present in the latter (assuming a
scattering only). Although these collisions do alter
the velocity of individual excited atoms, it is their
effect on the excited atom velocity distribution
which is important in determining spectral profiles.
Furthermore, if the ground-state atoms had an
equilibrium velocity distribution (as may be as-
sumed) and if the process of excitation of an atom
to state a does not affect its velocity (which may
not be true but is assumed in this work), then, at
their time of excitation, the active atoms will also
be characterized by an equilibrium velocity dis-
tribution that subsequent collisions will not alter.
Hence, the velocity distributions and consequently
the spectral profiles of emitting and absorbing
atoms will be identical. If this argument is ac-
cepted, one concludes that any actual difference
in the emission and absorption profiles calculated
from the equations of this work must be attributed
to the fact that we are working in the one-collision
limit, and that such differences would disappear
when the calculations are extended to include the
effect of many binary collisions in an atomic life-
time. (We should point out that, in th'rd-order
laser theory and radiation theory with collision
interaction in both radiative states, it is important
to keep track of each atom's velocity, since changes
in an individual atom's velocity will tend to pro-
duce phase variations which may affect the emitted
or absorbed radiation. For these cases, velocity
changing collisions can be significant. )

IX. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

A. Summary

We have attempted to solve the Schrodinger equa-
tion for an active atom immersed in a medium of per-
turbing atoms and subject to an external classical
electric field. Since exact solutions of the Schr'o-
dinger equation are difficult to obtain, we proceeded
to construct a series of simplifying assumptions or
approximations that enabled us to obtain the leading
terms of a perturbation solution to the problem.
Taking the perturber atoms rigidly fixed in the
medium, we followed the time development of the
active atom to first order in the external field and
lowest order in the collision interaction. We then
generalized our result to all orders in the scattering
interaction at each individual perturbed site, so
that our resultant expressions reflected the case
of a single collision for our active atom. With these
assumptions we derived the general expression
(81}for the average polarization function of a laser
medium. Several limiting cases for this general
expression were discussed in Sec. VII. In partic-
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ular, me looked at the situation for straight-line
collision paths (impact-pressure-broadening-theory
limit) and equal collision interaction in both radia-
tive states (Boltzmann-equation-approach limit).
Equation (81) also simplified in the case where one
of the two radiative states underwent a much
stronger collision interaction than the other with
the result given by Eq. (83) or (75). Using these
results, we obtained expressions for the gain
[Eq. (89)] and frequency pulling [Eq. (90)] of the
laser. Although our calculation was specifically
directed towards lasers, it could equally mell de-
scribe stimulated emission or absorption within
the confines of our model.

In Secs. V and VI, we introduced a pseudoclas-
sical model for the case of scattering interaction
in only one state based upon the fact that Doppler-
modifying and impact collisions occur at mutually
exclusive times. This model will allow one to
easily generalize the one-collision results to the
many- (binary) collision case. A detailed discus-
sion of the pseudoclassical model will be given in
the paper on third-order laser theory.

B. Discussion

The discussion given below, unless otherwise
noted, uill pertain only to Ne case of collision
interaction in one state only since we believe that,
in general, this is a good approximation to the
physical situation.

We have been concerned with a one-collision
model, but can indicate what is to be expected if
one goes to the many-collision problem. For this
purpose me assume a lifetime of v = 10 sec for
the active atom and an optical-collision cross sec-
tion mS =m10 cm' for a relative emitter-perturber
speed of v =10' cm/sec and consider three pres-
sure regions:(a) & «3x IOM atoms/cm~. This is
the region of validity for our one-collision model
(Hei'uM«y„). (b) 3XIO" atoms/cm' &Ot«3xIOso
atoms/cm . This is the region where the binary
collision or impact theory of ordinary pressure-
broadening theory is valid (v/6t» Hei'o„). In our
quantum-mechanical model, it mould correspond
to zero overlap of the perturber potentials. In
performing the calculation, the active atom would
now be able to undergo subsequent collisions at
various perturber sites; i. e. , the wave scattered
at one site will reach another one before the atom
has decayed. Actually, in future work, it mill
prove convenient to develop the pseudoclassical
model to treat this region. (c) st » 3X10 atoms/
cm3. This is the region where the statistical

theory of pressure broadening is supposed to be
valid. In our model, it corresponds to overlap of
the potentials of various yerturbers and mill lead
to very difficult integrals.

In this paper, me have worked to first order
only in the laser field, but shall give the results
for the third-order calculation in a future publica-
tion. As one goes to higher order in the field or
in the collision interaction, the calculation becomes
increasingly complex, but it is hoped that the
diagrammatic techniques given here or the pseudo-
classical model which will be derived from them
mill enable one to treat collision terms more easily.

The final basic approximation in the model is that
of stationary yerturber atoms. It is possible to
extend the quantum-mechanical calculation to cover
the case of moving perturbers. Since the emitter's
speed need no longer remain constant in elastic
collisions mith moving yerturbers, one must re-
place j'dA„W(viv ) y(v, v, ) by f'cP vW(v ivo)y(v, vo),
where W(v ivz) d~v is the probability per unit time
that Doppler-modifying collisions change the
emitter's velocity from vo to v (y is some arbi-
trary function). Implicitly contained in W(v I vo) is
an average over all types of emitter-perturber
collisions giving rise to the change in emitter ve-
locity vo- v. Similarly, I'eM(vo) will be replaced
by y@M{vo), which is an average of I@M(v„) over all
perturber velocities (v„ is the relative emitter-
perturber speed). The above results may be in-
corpo»«d in«Eqs. (87), {88), (75), (84), (89),
and (90). Since y@„is a function of vo, the gain
profile for b scattering only [Eq. (89b)] is not a
true Voigt profile (convolution of Gaussian and
I orentzian profiles) for a Gaussian W(vo). How-
ever, if peM(vo) is a slowly varying function of vo
with respect to W{vo), the gain profile will very
nearly be Voigt in nature. In addition, the a-
scattering-only result [Eq. (89a)), although dif-
ferent in form, will probably be similar to the &-
scattering-only result, for reasons given in Sec.
VIL This may explain why Voigt profiles have been
successful in describing line shapes, although
slight deviations would be difficult to detect experi-
mentally. Perhaps the best test of the theory
will be afforded by laser experiments, but we defer
a discussion of these experiments until me present
the third-order theory.

In spite of all our approximations, me feel that
me have conclusively demonstrated the need for a
quantum-mechanical description of atomic center-
of-mass motion in many atomic radiation problems.
Only in limited cases can one expect a classical
description to suffice.
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'H. Bethe, Ann. Physik 4, 443 {1930).
Other authors have treated photon recoil in related

problems. See A. P. Kol'chenko, S. G. Rautian, and
B. I. Sokolovskii, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 55, 1864
(1968) [Soviet Phys. JETP 28, 986 (1969)]; D. M. Kim,
M. O. Scully, and W. E. Lamb, Jr. (unpublished).

For brevity, we refer to p&(t, v&, t;) as a "dipole
moment" even though the actual dipole moment is given
by ~p~(t, v, , t,)+c.c.

This approach is similar to that of M. O. Scully and
W. E. Lamb, Jr. , Phys. Rev. 159, 208 (1967). For
a typical laser, p~ = 10 sec ~ and the gain parameter
0.' = 104 sec ~, so that it is easy to find the required 6t
such that 7~& « ~t «&

The effective collision Hamiltonian involves a sum
over intermediate states of the perturber and emitter.
See P. Herman and W. E. Lamb, Jr. , Phys. Rev. 187,
221 (1969).

Although B~(B, t) and b~(p, t) are Fourier transforms
of each other, note that density-matrix elements in the
coordinate and momentum representations given by B~
(R, t)[B& (R, t)]* and b~(p, t)[b~{p, t) ]*, respectively,
are not Fourier transforms of each other.

(1/2i) e '" part does not contribute since it leads to
a factor e '" + e" '~ ~~, which when averaged over per-
turber positions R &, vanishes.

There is no rapidly varying phase factor to confine the
inteNrand's contribution to the forward direction. Both
(f(X vp) ( and e»"' "0 &vary with Z at approximately

the same rate, so that the integral in Eq. (59) can not be
simplified. If we were to average Eq. (59) over initial
emitter velocities using an isotropic velocity distribution
( a reasonable choice), the angular integral over O„may

Vp

be done first. This would greatly simplify the expression

for A~P'~~ and remove the need for assuming an explicit
form for I f,~(g vo) I

t (t.e. , fd()„ I f,Q, v&&)l
» = quantum-

mechanical cross section). However, such a simplifica-
tion arises from our model of elastic scattering by station-
ary perturbers, and we prefer to use Eq. (59) which is
more easily generalized to the case of moving perturbers.

~5E. Merzbacher, QNantum Mechanics (Wiley, New York,
1961), p. 499.

The reader should note that the description we are
giving in terms of the diagrams represents a calculational
method for achieving the results. Whether or not it can
be viewed as providing a physical explanation of the situa-
tion is not the point at issue.

See M. Baranger, Phys. Bev. 111, 481 (1958). In
the impact theory limit, Baranger shows that the complex-
collision decay parameter for a scattering only is directly
related to the forward-scattering amplitude.

In Secs, VI and VII, the actual calculations leading to
the polarization-function density differ slightly from those
in Sec. V. The main difference is that the energy de-
nominator appearing in the calculation [see Eq. (47)] will
be &p y., g ~ In performing the expansion analogous to
Eq. (48I one must expand p' about Eg + t rather than Ego.

0
We should also like to point out that our discussion of
the diagrams is intended to make our results seem reason-
able, but is not offered as an alternative to doing the
actual calculations.

~By neglect of terms of order k /pp in the expansion
(77) we are, in effect, omitting quantities leading to ener-
gies comparable with the photon recoil energy. Hence,
the expression for A ' may be in error as far as the
photon recoil energy is concerned, but this is a small
effect.

See. Ref. 17. We believe that Baranger's results
are strictly valid only for the case of collisions resulting
in small momentum transfer to the emitting atom. This
will be true for electron perturbers but will not, in gen-
eral, be true for atom perturbers.

~ Baranger (Ref. 17) shows that, in a classical limit,
Eq. (82) is in agreement with the results of Ref. 2, at
least for the case of a spherically symmetric scattering
potential. To see this explicitly, one makes a partial-
wave expansion of f~ and f& and is then able to do the &v

integral. Part of the result will exactly cancel the other
collision terms with the remainder yielding a term
——

Ta»&M(v~)(t' —t ), where Te'N(vo) =(Nvp'/po) P»(2l+j.)
x(l —st» 6»'I& 6»» & ) and ()»(a) and 6»(b) are the tth quantum-
mechanical phase shifts for a and b scattering, respec-
tively. If the phase shifts are evaluated in the WEB limit
for straight-line paths, the quantity 2[&&(a) —6&(b)] approx-
imates the differential-collision-induced phase shift in-
duced by classically moving perturbers, and the agree-
rnent with Ref. 2. is schieved. For a discussion of non-
straight-line paths, see G. P. Beck, J. Quant. Spectry.
Radiation Transfer 9, 1419 (1969).

N. F. Mott and H. S. W. Massey, The Theory 0f
atomic Collisions, 2nd ed. (Clarendon, Oxford, 1949),
Chap. VII.

3This Boltzmann-equation approach is being used by
M. Borenstein and W. E. Lamb, Jr. (unpublished) to
study pressure effects in high-intensity lasers for the
binary-collision pressure region. This approach will
prove useful if the physical situation corresponds to

2 It seems possible to describe a calculational quantum-
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mechanical model that is easily generalized to the many-
collision case. If it becomes necessary to consider the
case f, &0, f& & 0 in greater detail, we shall discuss the
features of such a model at some later time.

Mathematically, this result can be seen if Eq. (91) is
substituted into Eq. (89a) and the integration over vp per-
formed. Then, using the definition of g(v, vp, t") and the
fact that W(vp) is assumed to represent an equilibrium
distribution (stationary process), one may obtain from
simple probability theory that fd&„ f d vo W(vo)g (e, vo, t")
&&h(v) = f d v W(v)h(v) (h is some arbitrary function of v ).
Using this result, one may easily show that the forms of
the equations for the emission and absorption profiles
[Eqs. (89a) with (91) and (89b), respectively] are the
same.

The question as to whether or not 'Y~(vp) is a slowly
varying function of vp is one that requires further study.
The major problem is to obtain an accurate expression
for T'~ (v„). If one can achieve this, the average over

perturber velocities can be done by numerical integration
to give the explicit form of V~(vp). In the past (Ref. 2),
it was assumed that the average of I"~(v„)over perturber
velocities could be replaced by an average over relative
emitter-perturber speeds leading to a y@z that is independ-
ent of vp. It would be useful to determine the error intro-
duced by such an assumption.

To make a comparison with experiment, it will be
necessary to choose or calculate values for the collision
parameters I'~, I', p@„, p@z, and W, (v) vp). This, in
itself, constitutes a separate problem since all these
quantities depend on knowing values for the scattering
amplitudes which are not readily available. In some
cases, it may be possible to use a classical impact-col-
lision parameter for 2V@z (see Ref. 2 —associate 2&qM
with the classical impact-collision parameter averaged
over relative emitter-perturber speeds) and a classical
Boltzmann-collision kernel for S;(v I vp), but the accuracy
of such an approach is yet to be determined.
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The asymptotic pair correlations between charged particles, ions and electrons, in a hot
dilute gas are found through the use of a perturbation theory for a system of molecules, where
a molecule is specified by the totality of its bound and scattering states. The derived screened
electrostatic potential (as well as the charge distribution) around an ion is given by (I(;(r)
= (Cq e " "+CpcosK p/)/r, where K& & K p, I C~/Cpt » 1, thus leading to a main contribution from
the Debye-Huckel —type term at moderately large distances, and from the oscillating Coulomb
term mainly at very large distances. Since Kg Kp~K= (4mpe n), where n is the molecular
density, the oscillatory term is more pronounced at increasing densities.

I. INTRODUCTION

There appears a basic difficulty in applying
statistical mechanics of ideal gases to a high-
temperature dilute gas of molecules. Once kT
is large compared to the electronic excitation
energy of the molecule, the complete electronic
partition function diverges since it consists of
an infinite sum of terms of the form e ~'J ap-
proaching a constant, i.e. , the electronic ex-
citation energy levels E& form an infinite sequence
converging to the ionization energy level. This
difficulty stems from the long-range character
of the Coulomb potential, which is essentially
the potential that the electron sees when in highly
excited states. ' Since on the one hand the radii
of the Bohr orbits of these states grow beyond
all bounds, and on the other hand the contribu-
tion of these states to the partition function is
overwhelming, the neglect of the interaction of a
molecule with its neighbors cannot be justified
at any finite density, however large the average

distance between neighboring molecules.
This interaction is taken into account by in-

troducing various physical ad hoc assumptions.
Among others, according to a notion borrowed
from the theory of fully ionized gases, it is
assumed that the collective effect of free elec-
trons and ions produced by the partial ionization
of the molecules is to modify the potential of
the ionic charge inside a molecule into a screened
Coulomb potential acting on the electron. This
potential, e exp(- Its)/r, where the reciprocal
Debye length is defined by K = 4' Pn, with n
the effective number density of the free elec-
trons, then leads to a finite number of bound
states for the electron and thus eliminates the
difficulty of the divergence of the partition func-
tion.

In the following, the asymptotic form of the
screened Coulomb potential is derived by a more
direct approach which avoids the necessity of
defining and estimating an effective degree of


